
Hari Om! Dear Parent 

Once again the most-loved festival, Diwali is here! From lights, delicious sweets and gifts, the festival is 

all about spreading cheer. An occasion to celebrate victory over defeat, light over darkness, awareness 

over ignorance. 

This year, let the festival of light reach the depth of our souls to enlighten our hearts with compassion and 

illuminate our minds with reason. May each of us become the harbinger of the spirit of mirth and love to 

strengthen our humane bonds within and around communities. 

New Horizon Vidya Mandir wishes the entire fraternity of students, parents and teachers a prosperous and 

happy Diwali. Hope this Diwali brings your way, bright sparkles of peace, contentment and health and 

soon the life of the school is back with the bright faces of the students with their giggles and laughter 

around. 

Distance has not been able to mar the loving bond between our students and us. And to celebrate that 

warmth, care and affection, the school will gift a Diwali hamper to all its beloved students to convey the 

message a new that they are missed immensely and with the belief of meeting soon. Kindly make yourself 

available to collect these gift hampers on time as it would mean a lot to the students as well as to us. 

Along with the other goodies, a Youtube link has been shared inside the hamper that would guide the chil

dren to make laddoos with the given ingredients. 

To mark the essence of the festival, we are conducting a fun competition with the theme #DIWALINHVM. 

All details regarding the competition have been attached herewith. 

A schedule has also been made to handover the hampers in school and the same has been attached for 

your perusal. Kindly make a note of the following important instructions: 

1. Wearing Mask is mandatory

2. Maintain adequate social distance 

3.Only one person per family to come for collecting the hamper

4.Adhere to the timings

Waiting to see you all enthusiastically! 

Link for #DIWALINHVM 

Link for Hamper distribution schedule 

HAPPY 

DEEPAVAL Regards 

Principal-NHVM 

http://newhorizonvidyamandir.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Diwali-Message.pdf
http://newhorizonvidyamandir.in/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Diwali-Hamper-Distribution.pdf

